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SUBMITTING PHOTOS
We love to see the tattoos you do and the tattoos you

wear.  The images must be high resolution (at least 300 dpi)
and sized at least 100mm by 150mm. You can send your

photos on a disc to
Gallery, Total Tattoo, PO Box 10038,

Sudbury, Suffolk, C010 7WL, UK
The disc must be labelled with the artist & studio name.

Or you can email your photos to
gallery@totaltattoo.co.uk

Don’t forget to include the artist & studio name in the email.
Please don’t send photos to any of our other email

addresses. Bear in mind that we receive hundreds of photos
each week and not all them will make it into the magazine. 

Advertising & general enquiries

01787 242100
Subscription enquiries

0800 917 8794
totaltattoo@warnersgroup.co.uk

To find your nearest stockist call

01778 391150
or e-mail your postcode to 

vickyb@warnersgroup.co.uk

•    Total Tattoo has one of the best reputations 
     in the business - respected by tattooists and 
     tattoo fans alike.

•    Advertising in Total Tattoo is great value for 
     money. An advert can pay for itself many times 
     over with the extra business it brings in.

•    Most copies of Total Tattoo are read by more 
     than one person - passed around amongst 
     friends or in tattoo studios etc.

BOOST 
YOUR

BUSINESS
with Total Tattoo

Tens of thousands of people
read Total Tattoo worldwide.

Why not tell them about 
your product, service, 

studio or website.

Call Jill on 01787 242100 
or e-mail advertising@totaltattoo.co.uk

Ask for our media card – you’ll be amazed at how

reasonable our rates are. We can discuss your 

requirements with you, and we will work out the

best price deal to suit you too.  We can even 

design and create your

advert for you, at

very little extra cost.

You’re holding a copy of Total Tattoo

in your hand so you know the quality

and passion that goes into it.  

The same quality and passion goes into

the service that we offer our

advertisers.

Please note that we are unable to accept adverts for tattoo supplies – machines, needles, inks, etc.  
However, we are happy to accept adverts for auxiliary products such as hygiene equipment 

and studio furniture. Please do not hesitate to contact us for further information or advice on this. 
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A
couple of editorials ago I mentioned

that one of the things I’d like to

achieve in 2013 would be to get at

least half of my bodysuit finished. What I failed

to mention is the fact I’m having a sort of

tattoo version of writer’s block. I just can’t

seem to get inspired. You might imagine that

when you look at as many tattoos as I do

every month, inspiration would be the last of

my problems, but when it comes to my own

skin, I seem to have well… gone a bit flat. Not

so long ago I mentioned this to a friend of

mine, who is without doubt older and far

wiser than I am, and she just laughed softly,

shrugged her shoulders and said, “It happens

to all of us on our tattoo journeys. It will

come back to you”. I instantly felt a great

sense of relief. I had become so obsessed

with the desire to complete my bodysuit that

I had lost my connection with it totally. It’s

strange; I had never anticipated this being part

of my journey. 

I have discussed creative journeys with many

artists over the years – both their own

journeys and the journeys they go on with

their clients. I have also talked with numerous

other tattoo collectors about how they have

reached the point they are at, and how they

intend to move forward. Never once has

anyone said “Oh I don’t know really,

whatever”. Nobody has ever complained of a

lack of inspiration. But I wonder how

common it is?

I have always been a massive fan of the idea

that getting a tattoo should be a journey. I

love the research, the first communication

with an artist, the establishing of that link

between the two of you. The conversations

and sketches, even the travelling to the shop

to get the work done. Not to mention being

part of that creative environment and, for a

short time, being the star of the show. So why

had I not recognised that I was just not

feeling that anymore?

Somehow I got it into my mind that there

was some sort of rush to get things finished,

and over time that turned into a kind of

pressure. The strange thing is that when those

words of wisdom were uttered to me, it all

seemed to come into focus almost

immediately. Since then I have begun to enjoy

that process of researching again, and really

looking at the space I have left and getting

excited about how it could be filled.

I guess the thing about being tattooed is that

each part of the process should be

appreciated for what it is. Why would you

want to rush any part of it and perhaps – not

really even realising it – run the risk of

sabotaging the end result? What’s the hurry?

This is only the very beginning of your time

together. I hear it again and again from

collectors who came out of the blocks with all

guns blazing: they wish they had taken a bit

more time, just to take a look at the bigger

picture. 

So for now I’m going to continue enjoying

looking at the fantastic variety of images we

get sent every month. I’m going to continue

enjoying watching the amazing variety of

tattoos that we see being created at every

convention we go to, and on a more personal

note I’m going to re-discover and re-engage

with my own personal tattoo journey. The

only difference is, I’m all about the tortoise

now… the hair is long gone.

Until next month 

James editor@totaltattoo.co.uk

www.totaltattoo.co.uk

www.facebook.com/totaltattoomagazine

John Steinbeck

“A journey is like

marriage. The

certain way to be

wrong is to think

you control it.

”
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Book Review
The Painted Lady: The Art of

Tattooing the Female Body

By Dominique Holmes

Publisher: Ryland Peters & Small

Price £9.99

Tattooed people have always, and probably will

always, face challenges because of their love

for decorating their skin. Though for men, it

has been a far easier journey than for women.

Even in this day and age it is still a road less

travelled, but without doubt women are

embracing tattooing like never before. Perhaps

one of the reasons for that growth is the

greater understanding of how a tattoo can

work with a woman’s body, enhancing her

femininity whist declaring her

independence, and surely that has been

facilitated by the influx of talented female

artists into the world of tattooing.

The Painted Lady is a collection of work,

and thoughts on this subject, by London-

based artist Dominique Holmes of  The

Family Business. Though she freely admits

“There is no such thing as a female

tattoo”, she quite obviously sees clearly

how certain images, when placed skillfully,

can work in harmony with the female

form. She also goes into the origins of

certain tattoo styles and imagery in an

engaging and personal way. Throughout the

book, there are examples of her work

shot beautifully by photographer Terry

Benson and accompanied by the thoughts

of the women who are wearing them. 

It’s a book I have been dipping in and out

of since it arrived in the office and I

appreciate it more each time I do so. It

makes no claim to be any kind of definitive

encyclopedia but it is packed with

interesting information, looks great and if I

had a coffee table I would probably put a

copy on it. 

RIP
SHANNON LARRATT

1973 – 2013

As we were going to press, the news
reached us of the death of Shannon
Larratt, the founder of the website

www.BMEzine.com and undoubtedly one
of the most influential people in the world

of body modification. Shannon created
BMEzine in 1994. It was the first – and
grew to be the largest – body mods

website and it provided a rich source of
inspiration and support for enthusiasts and

practitioners the world over.

A lot has changed over the last 19 years in
the way the world sees body mods, but

Shannon said of the site’s early years, “The
body modification community, while deeply
isolated from the mainstream in a way that
may be hard for younger people today to
really relate to, had a wonderful sense of
solidarity – a sense that we’re all in this
together, a sense of all supporting each

other’s personal paths, from the subtle to
the extreme.”

Shannon took a hiatus from BMEzine for
some years but he had recently begun
contributing to the site again. He also
continued to be a prolific presence

elsewhere on the Internet through his
personal blogsite www.zentastic.com.

Always opinionated and outspoken, often
controversial, Shannon was a true pioneer
of body modification and helped shape its
place in the world today. He will be sorely
missed but he leaves a strong and lasting

legacy.

Our thoughts are with his family and
friends at this sad time. 

Plastic Fantastic

Giveaway

Artist and illustrator Ben Newman has just

produced a new limited edition print

entitled Plastic, and has kindly agreed to let

us have one of only ten A3 versions he is

producing. He describes himself as an artist

who likes to draw sexy, silly pictures,

inspired by history and fiction, the future

and fairytales. “My paintings are a mix of

strange naughty worlds where forest gods

and farm girls, squid kings and sexy sailors

all co-exist.” Which should pique most

people’s interest. You can check out Ben’s

work at bennewmanart.blogspot.com or

facebook.com/BenNewmanArt. 

If you would like to get your hands on this

lovely lady then just let us know at

competitions@totaltattoo.co.uk. The

subject line of your e-mail should read

PLASTIC FANTASTIC. Closing date 10th

May, and don’t forget to include your name

and address. Only one entry per person

please. See terms conditions (page 5). 
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Tattoo news and reviews for your delectation and delight. If it goes on in the tattoo world, it goes in here. 
Send us your news items, books or products for review and items of general curiosity and intrigue for the tattoo cognoscenti.
News Flash, Total Tattoo Magazine, PO Box 10038, Sudbury, Suffolk, CO10 7WL.
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GeTTHeeBeHiNDMeJACkFRoST...
It just does not seem to be getting any warmer. This year Mother Nature has

decided to throw the whole nine yards at us, and quite often all of it in the space

of twenty four hours. We at Total Tattoo have decided to make a stand, and along

with our friends a Beadesaurus we have put together a winter warmer pack

consisting of one Total Tattoo hoody, a

rather fetching scarf and glove combo

for one lucky lady and an equally

dapper woolly hat and glove set for

one lucky gent.  Just let us know why

you need to be warmed up. 

Answers to the usual e-mail address

competitions@totaltattoo.co.uk 

with the subject line DEFROST. 

Don’t forget to put your name and

address and what size you’d want for

your hoody. Closing date 10th May,

and don’t forget to include your name

and address. Only one entry per

person please. See terms conditions

(page 5). For more goodies from

BookReview
AisforAnchor:ATattooAlphabet

ByPaulSlifer

PublishedbyBushwoodBooks

Price£16.95

I first saw A is for Anchor’s prototype about a year or so ago and have loved it ever since. It’s a

fiendishly simple idea that works beautifully. The cover says it all really: “An Illustrated

Alphabet Inspired By Designs From Traditional Western Tattoo Art”. Such a simple concept,

but of course we have all seen roses that look more like cauliflowers and eagles that seem to

have more in common with mangey urban seagulls. It’s Paul Slifer’s wonderful illustrations

that bring the concept alive and carry you effortlessly from A to Z. Paul dedicates the book

to his two daughters, Esme and Sadie, and the sensitivity that is shown in his choice of images

reflects the fact that they were always at the heart of this project. A is for Anchor is quite

simply a delight.
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LINKYS
Here is this month’s selection of web links, containing a wide
range of tattoo snippets for you to enjoy. If you know of a good
Linky that you think our readers would like, drop us a line to
editor@totaltattoo.co.uk putting Linkys as your subject.

Tattoo Tea Party Harlem Shake

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_SBNdh8mHp8

Gypsy Gentlemen heads to Paris

http://gypsygentleman.com/#/episode6

Max Diffuzer from Ink Bird's Tattoo's

http://vimeo.com/55518011

Pietro Sedda, The Saint Mariner Professional Tattooing

http://vimeo.com/46867973

Artist Profile: Norm Will Rise 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gUYwzosfvTYhttp://www.yout

ube.com/watch?v=_TyxqB70CNc

SHOP TALK
Opened a new studio? Got a guest artist? Do you have

a job vacancy? This is the place to spread the word! 

E-mail editor@totaltattoo.co.uk putting ‘Shop Talk’ as

the subject. Please note we do not print ‘Jobs wanted’

adverts. Items may be edited for clarity and length.

Black Dragon Tattoo Studio in South Devon has relocated to

new premises in 105 Queen Street Newton Abbot Devon

www.blackdragontattoo.co.uk

Artist sought: Art and Soul Tattoo are looking for a talented

artist with a professional attitude to join our team.  We are a busy

custom studio based in Plymouth city centre, with a large customer

base. Applicants must have studio experience and a strong portfolio

of work. They need to be hard working, friendly and reliable. No

egos or drink or drug problems please. This is not an apprenticeship.

E-mail portfolios and cv to tattooartandsoul@yahoo.co.uk

Tattooists & guest artists needed: Twit Twoo Tattoo in

Edinburgh is looking for experienced professional tattoo artists with

a minimum of two years’ studio experience. There is one full-time

vacancy plus space for guests artists throughout the year. An up-to-

date portfolio and the capability to do all styles of tattoos are

essential. If you are honest, reliable, have a good attitude and no drug

or alcohol problems please send your CV and portfolio to

twittwootattoo@gmail.com

Tattooist wanted: Abody Tattoo is an established studio based

in Leicester city centre. We currently have a vacancy for a tattooist

for an immediate start. Must be capable of doing quality custom

work as well as flash, and must have studio experience and a great

portfolio of tattoo work. Please apply on 0116 2621500 or email

abody@abody.co.uk

Correction Corner
In Issue 99 the following tattoo
was credited to Tasha Pollendine,
Physical Graffiti. It was actually
done by Casi Williams of Paradise
Tattoo, High Wycombe, Bucks.

Winners

In issue 100 of Total Tattoo we

ran a competition to win jackets

from Toxico. The lucky winners

were Lauren Brown from

Birmingham and Kev Gadd from

Surrey.

Steven Hilliday

from Renfrewshire

won the Dan 

Gold original

painting (right).





UK CONVENTIONS
April 7 

Ink & Iron Tattoo
Convention
The Tower, Reservoir Road, Edgbaston,

Birmingham, B16 9EE

www.inkandiron.co.uk

info@inkandiron.co.uk

April 13 – 14

North Lakes Tattoo Show
Shepherds Inn, Carlisle, Cumbria

info@northlakestattooshow.com

Tel: 01228 545156

April 13 – 14 

Tattoo Extravaganza
The Pyramids Centre, The Seafront,

Southsea, Hampshire

www.tattooextravaganza.co.uk

May 3 – 5 

Liverpool Tattoo
Convention
Adelphi Hotel, Livepool

www.tattooconvention.co.uk

June 1 – 2 

Milton Keynes Tattoo
Convention
Kentshill Park Training 

and Conference Center

Swallow House, Timbold Drive, Kents Hill,

Milton Keynes, MK7 6BZ

info@mktattooconvention.com

www.mktattooconvention.com

Tel: 01908 358055

June 1 – 2

Northampton International
Tattoo Convention
The Saints Rugby Ground, Weedon Road,

Northampton

www.northamptoninternationaltattooconve

ntion.com

Info: Nigel or Sue 01604 949958

sunsandrosestattoo@hotmail.com

June 9

Reading Tattoo Show
Rivermead Leisure Centre, 

Reading, Berkshire

www.readingtattooshow.co.uk

June 22-23

4th Essex Tattoo Expo
The Weston Homes Community Stadium,

United Way, Colchester, Essex, CO4 5UP

essextattooexpo@live.co.uk

Tel: 01621 842443

July 13 – 14 

Custom Carnage
Stoneleigh Park, Warwickshire

www.customcarnageuk.com

July 20 – 21 

Cardiff Tattoo & Toy
Convention
Mercure Cardiff Holland House Hotel &

Spa, 24 – 26 Newport Rd, Cardiff, CF24 

www.cardifftattooandtoycon.co.uk

July 27 – 28

International Portsmouth
Tattoo Convention
The Portsmouth Guildhall, Portsmouth,

Hampshire

www.portsmouthtattooconvention.com

August 2 – 4

Maiden City Tattoo
Convention
Millennium Forum Conference Centre

New Market Street, Derry City, 

Northern Ireland

maidencityink@aol.com

Tel: Zac, 02871 363076

September 1

Teesside Charity Tattoo
Convention
Thornaby Aerodrome Club, 

Stockton-on-Tees, TS17 6PA

www.facebook.com/TeessideCharityTattoo

Convention2013

September 27 – 29

London Tattoo Convention
Tobacco Dock, Porters Walk, London, E1W

2SF

www.thelondontattooconvention.com

November 2-3

Halloween Tattoo Bash
The Coal Exchange, Cardiff

www.halloweentattoobash.co.uk

OVERSEAS
CONVENTIONS
April 17 – 21 

Annual NTA Convention
Rapid City, South Dakota, USA

www.nationaltattooassociation.com

April 19-21

Hell City Tattoo Fest
Hyatt Regency

Colunbus Ohio

USA

April 26 – 28 

Nepal Tattoo Convention
Hotel Yak and Yeti, Durbar Marg,
Kathmandu, Nepal
www.nepaltattooconvention.com

May 10-11-12

Strasbourg Tattoo World 
Strasbourg, France
www.tattoo-convention-strasbourg
Contact leanka@hotmail.fr

June 4 – 5

Worldwide Tattoo
Conference
Boston, MA, USA
www.worldwidetattooconference.com
info@worldwidetattooconference.com

June 8 – 9

Inkfest
Krakow, Poland
www.tattoofest.pl
www.facebook.com/tattoofest

June 21 – 23 

Transilvania Tattoo Expo
Sibiu, Romania.
www.tattooexpo.ro

August 30 – September 1

Lake Tahoe Tattoo
Convention
Montbleu Casino, Resort Convention
Centre, 55 U.S. 50, Stateline, NV 89449, USA
www.laketahoetattooconvention.com
www.tahoetattoo.com

September 27-29

Surf ‘n’ Ink Tattoo Festival
RNA Showground’s
Royal International Convention Centre
600 Gregory Terrace 
Bowen Hills, Brisbane QLD
Australia
www.tattoosurfnink.com

November 3

Tattoo Sunday
Boogschutterslaan 41
8310 Brugge, Belgium

www.facebook.com/tattoosundaybrugge?fref

=ts

Tattoo convention listings on this page are
free. Send your details to Convention
Calendar, Total Tattoo Magazine, PO Box
10038, Sudbury, Suffolk, CO10 7WL, UK 
or e-mail editor@totaltattoo.co.uk 
All details correct at time of going to
press. E&OE.
To find out about our special offers for
display adverts, email
advertising@totaltattoo.co.uk
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Interview: James Sandercock • Pictures: Jun Cha

A
Korean boy grows up in Los Angeles – surely one

of America’s most culturally amplified, media

orientated cities – and, during his childhood,

discovers the art of the Renaissance. He is probably too

young to realise what he is absorbing, but these images

weave their way into his subconscious and embed

themselves in the fabric of his mind… 

Jun Cha is passionate about art, passionate

about design, passionate about living the

creative life. He is driven, intense, and

articulate. And he has a very clear

understanding of his own artistic identity.

“When I started tattooing, I was a sixteen

year old kid with no real idea what I wanted

to do. I didn’t even really know how to

tattoo. I would travel through LA kind of

hunting down my first clients. I did that for

about a year, with not much success, then I

met Baby Ray and Jose Lopez and doors

finally began to open for me.”

The street art of LA – the art that was all

around him – was the first thing that had

manifested itself in his work, but it didn’t

take long for tattooing to build the mental

bridge that allowed him to access earlier

memories and draw on deeper inspirations.

Jun attended conventions and began to

explore the wider culture of tattooing.

“That’s when I started to find my rhythm,

and build an identity in terms of my work

and where I wanted it to go.” His childhood

passion for the Renaissance masters –

Leonardo da Vinci, Michelangelo and others

– was re-ignited at that point and the

foundations were laid for the work that he

has become known for today.

Jun actually feels thankful for all those closed

doors he’d previously encountered, because

his life changed completely when Jose Lopez

welcomed him in. He’d finally found

somebody who could see what he was

trying to achieve. “I remember he was in the

middle of a session. I walked into the shop

and he just stopped and talked to me for

hours. It really was a moment when the

stars aligned. Not only has he been a big

inspiration to me, he’s also become one of

my best friends and he’s taught me a lot

about what it is to be a man. My priority is

to be a strong person, and not use tattooing

as a form of identity. I think things can get

distorted when people use tattooing as

some kind of alter ego. Jose has really helped

me see through all of that. And from Baby

Ray I learned the discipline and the ethics of

tattooing – the philosophy of tattooing –

and what it really means to have the

responsibility of putting images onto

people’s bodies. I had no concept of any of

those things before I met him.”

It would have been so easy for Jun Cha to

get caught up in the whirlwind that the

media has created around the world of

tattoo. We’re living through a time when the

responsibility of a tattooist to their clients is

perhaps not so clearly defined as it once



was. “I’m not comfortable with the way

tattooing is treated like a commodity or

an object – rather than a creative process.

What’s helped me push past that is putting

all I can into every piece I do. I always sit

down with my clients and explain to them

how I work; they see the effort I put in,

and what it takes to achieve a quality

tattoo. It’s important that they understand

that it’s a journey – something we go

through together. This is not a liquor store

environment where they walk in, point at

the wall and say, ‘I want that’”.

Whether it’s religious iconography or a

design in the Lowrider aesthetic, it’s

incredibly important to Jun that the tattoo

makes sense. What he puts on to his

client’s skin has to have the right meaning

for that person. “It’s crucial to my creative

process that I understand the narrative of

each individual client. I need to listen to a

person’s story in order get my juices

flowing.”

Total Tattoo Magazine 15
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In this era of tattoo styles and specialisations,

it’s inevitable that an artist like Jun will be

pigeonholed with a convenient label, but that

is not something that he is happy about.

“When people use that word style, they seem

to just casually throw it around. I realise that

people are simply trying to categorise a visual

representation, but when I’m working that’s

the last thing I’m thinking about. I’m not

creating a style and I’m not consciously

deciding to work in a certain way. I’m just

trying to do the best job I can. Of course, over

time, my touch has emerged as something

recognisable. People try to slap on a label, but

I want to end up in a place were there is no

style. With preconceived notions, you’ve

already boxed yourself in.” Like most artists,

Jun feels that you can end up thinking too

much.

Whilst learning to tattoo, Jun decided that he

needed to go to back to school to formally

study art and design. This, however, led to an

interesting epiphany. “It was only by going

through all that studying – fine art, product

design, advertising – that I realised I needed to

let go of everything, so that my work could

come from a place that was really the raw

source of creativity. Education is a structured

way for your mind to learn and grow, but at

the same time it is being conditioned. I had to

go through that to discover the next step.”

Jun finds creative freedom in exploring

different artistic disciplines and trying to find

the right balance between them. “When you

are tattooing, there are so many realities in

play. Its not just art, it’s also a surgical process,

and of course it’s collaborative too. I work

very differently when I’m alone with just a

canvas in front of me. With painting, it’s all you

and this guy up here [he taps his head]. It’s

more personal, but the source of the creative

drive is still the same. The painting, the

tattooing, the design work – they all feed each

other.”
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There’s a calmness about Jun that I’m sure his customers find very

reassuring. I ask him about his emotional state when he is

tattooing. He tells me, “I’m starting to recognise more of a Zen

approach to my creative work. There is a sense of selflessness

when you’re engaging in an activity such as this. The more I let go

when I’m tattooing or painting, the better the results. I’m in the

moment; I’m not thinking about the twenty million things that

don’t matter. Once I have begun to tattoo or paint, I am free. I

think being in a neutral state is really important when you are

working. You can’t have your emotions contaminating what you

are doing.”
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At the tender age of 24, Jun is experiencing a

level of success that many would find enviable.

It would be oh-so-easy for the superficial

trappings of that lifestyle to adversely affect

his future development as an artist, but his

mentors have ensured that won’t happen. “The

more success I see, the more responsibility

I’m going to have to accept. I belong to that

group of new kids coming into tattooing, but,

amazingly, I’ve been exposed to both the old

school, through Baby Ray, and the newer

approach through Jose Lopez. That’s created a

harmony and a balance which a lot of the new

kids are just not getting. The media are

influencing what they perceive tattooing to be.

And this is a big problem, because we are

going to end up with a generation of tattooists

who just don’t have their feet on the ground,

and are in it for the wrong reasons. That’s

going to affect the culture at the core of

tattooing.”
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Thankfully, there will always be new blood coming

into tattooing that will look to the lessons of the

past to provide a stable foundation for the future

– lessons that can only be learned through

discpline, and through focusing on activity not

results. Talking with Jun has reaffirmed this for me.

And, even though what we’ve been able to include

here is only a fraction of our conversation, I hope

what comes across is Jun’s love for this great

artform and his desire for it to be recognised as

just that. “I see tattooing as a beautiful jewel. It

needs to be seen in the same light as other

creative forms – painting, design, architecture. As

an art, and as a discipline, it needs to be taken

seriously.” I don’t think you can say it any more

clearly than that.

www.juncha.net

www.facebook.com/junCha

www.instagram.com/jun_cha
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2013brighton
tattoo convention

Report by James Sandercock • Photos by Doralba Picerno & Oscar Speed

A
bout a year ago, not long after the 2012 Brighton show, a rather

intriguing e-mail arrived in my inbox. It was from Woody, the

organiser of said show, and it was asking my opinion on the possible

future development of his event. My first reaction was good god man, you’ve

only just pulled off one show, come up for air! But I read on. The basic drift

of the message was “I’m thinking of supersizing it, expanding it beyond

recognition, bringing to a new venue right in the heart of Brighton.” “Don’t

do it!”, I thought. “You’ve got a great show already. And if it ain’t broke, why

fix it?” But it’s just as well Woody didn’t listen to me, because oh my

goodness Brighton 2013 was a bit of a game changer…

Let’s start with the venue. The Brighton Hilton Metropole is a four-star luxury city centre hotel

that also happens to be slap bang on one of the most famous seafronts in the world. It has the

capability of putting on a rather large event – involving, in this case, three hundred tattooists

(who were all looked after rather nicely) and the six thousand visitors who popped into see

them over the weekend. All of this was achieved with plenty of room to spare; there is no doubt

that this is a venue that still has untapped potential.

Upon arriving on the Friday afternoon in the crisp winter sunshine it was all, well, rather

overwhelming. Last year’s venue – the racecourse perched on the cold windy hilltop – was

instantly just a distant memory. I walked into the Hilton’s lobby with mounting anticipation. I just

knew this was going to be an event like no other. In fact it turned out to be a weekend full of

surprises – and one occurrence in particular that nobody could have anticipated, but more of

that later…

The show was open to the public on the Saturday and Sunday but, like Perry and myself, many of

the artists arrived at the hotel on the Friday. As we all checked in, the look on the other guests’

faces was worth a skip full of Brighton rock – as they found themselves unexpectedly in a lobby

full of heavily tattooed folk! With the artists in mind, some excellent seminars had been arranged

for the Friday evening, topped off with a stroll down memory lane hosted by Mr Lal Hardy. Lal

had assembled a panel who had been there, done that and read the book – and in some cases

written the book as well. They played to a packed house and it was a memorable show (one I

would love to see thrown open to tattoo fans too). 

As for the convention itself, I think you might

have guessed by now that I loved it. Much of

that appreciation was down to the fact that

there was a place for everything and

everything was in its place. The artists, spread

across two floors, had plenty of room to work

and wide aisles meant it was easy for

everyone to move around and see what was

going on. If you wanted to party, then there

was another large space with a more

subterranean feel where you could partake of

a beverage or two and enjoy the live bands.

But even though these areas were virtually

next door, neither impinged on the other. 

As ever, the focus at Brighton was firmly on

quality tattooing. This is a show that never

loses sight of the fundamentals. It’s always had

a great line-up of artists, both UK and

overseas, and this year was no exception. The

only real difference was there were more

artists than last year. A lot more. It would have

been easy to let the quality drop just a little,

but that was never going to happen. 

1.



1. stephano by alex reinke,

2. rich by kevin le blanc, white lotus (usa)

3. the brighton hilton metropole hotel

4. johnny breeze, inka tattoo

5. by adam hays, lost texan (usa)

6. graham by pino cafaro, 

elektrik revolver (germany)

7. brian by endre szabo, tattoo end

2. 3.

4.

5. 6. 7.
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This is a show where a good portfolio speaks volumes. Wandering amongst the booths and

flicking through the artists’ books really was the only way to let it all sink in. One minute you’d

be looking at Jondix’s work, the next you’d be admiring Jo Harrison’s. You could check out what

Matt Lapping was doing, then move on to Miss Arianna. You could take a stroll past Tin Tin and

Black Garden, or head over to Marco Hengst via Billy Hay, stopping for a quick peek at Pino

Cafaro on the way. You could do the whole show systematically or go for the random approach;

either way, on either day, you were never going to be disappointed. There were new faces and old

– all producing top quality work the entire weekend.

Once again, Total Tattoo Magazine had the privilege of running the competitions and I have to say

a massive thank you to our judges Lal Hardy (New Wave Tattoo), Nigel Kurt (Funhouse Tattoos)

and Dawnii (Painted Lady Tattoo Parlour) – who all did us proud. And this is probably a good

moment to mention the most unexpected event of the weekend, and the fantastic way that

people dealt with it. Halfway through the judging of Large Colour the hotel’s fire alarm went off,

at which point the entire convention was forced to up sticks and troop out into the not-so-

warm, not-so-great outdoors. Bearing in mind that it was Sunday afternoon and a tad chilly, this

could well have put a severe damper on things, but this was a show that people were really

enjoying and they continued to do just that. Half an hour later we were back inside in the warm.

On rolled the competitions and on went the tattooing and by the time the last category had

been judged it was as if nothing untoward had ever happened. My own theory is that by this

point the show had built up such momentum nothing could have stopped it!

Woody took a huge risk with Brighton 2013, but it paid off handsomely. Artists and tattoo fans

alike were just blown away by this massively ambitious show and everyone I talked to was singing

its praises. It was not just a great tattoo convention, it was a great event. It’s right up there with

the big boys. Can’t wait for 2014!

8. 9.

10. 11.

12.
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13. 14.

15.

16. 17.

8. roma by denis sivak, 

love machine (russia)

9. kumani by mohan gurung, 

mohan’s tattoo inn (nepal)

10. by tim childs, tebori custom tattoo

11. lauren by ian parkin, 

inkslingers tattoo

12. jondix, holy trauma (spain)

13. tin tin, tin tin tatouages (france)

14. andy by steve howard morante, 

fudoshin tattoo

15. mohan from nepal

16. the old timers seminar

17. rachel by tutti serra, 

black garden
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18.

20. 21.

22.

19.

18. aram by leah moule, 

spear tattoo

19. arrun by nicklas westin (spain)

20. justin by manuel valenzuela, 

inkfatuation

21. dan by david corden, ritual art

22. by dan sinnes

23. scott by mat lapping, 

creative vandals

24. holly by jacob swell, diamond ink

25. lewis by miss arianna, 

skinwear (italy)

26. thomas by scott mustapic, 

oddfellows tattoo collective

27. hollie by bob tyrell, 

night gallery (usa)
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23. 24. 25.

26. 27.
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28.

29. 30.

28. trophies by paula converse, 

into you

29. ron by kate mackay-gill, 

tattoo workshop

30. olivia by marcus maguire, 

custom inc tattoo

31. dennis by john tilt, 

body art studio

32. tim by sam bowyer, 

silver needles

33. duncan by alan graves, 

haunted tattoo

34. tim by prizeman, eternal art

35. tom by yani, 

yani tattoo (hungary)

36. the colouring wall

37. cherry blossom crew
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31. 32. 33.

34. 35.

36.

37.

WINNERS

Best of Day Saturday: Sam Bowyer, Silver Needles

Best Small Colour: Tim Childs, Tebori Custom Tattoo

Best Large Colour: Matt Lapping, Creative Vandals

Best Small Black and Grey: Lenny Parrot, Skin Candy

Best Large Black and Grey: Jonny Breeze, Inka Tattoo

Best Blackwork: Julie Clarke, Flaming Gun Tattoo

Best of Day Sunday: Piotrek, Good Times Tattoo

Best Flash: Adam Machin, The Tattoo Company
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Where does the name Violeteyes

come from?

I’m a big Hole fan, and Violet is one of my all

time favourite songs. I also have a bit of an

obsession with the colour and I used to

wear violet contact lenses all the time when

I was at college. Someone once shouted

“violet eyes” at me and the name stuck... It’s

as simple as that. When I started modelling

and I wanted an alias it was the first thing

that sprung to mind. 

How did you get started with

modelling

I actually did a favour for a friend who was

studying photography. She wanted someone

with a ‘different’ look to pose for her and I

turned up with my first steel-boned corset. 

I remember it took me months and months

to save for that. I worked at a hairdressers

as a Saturday girl at the time and I must have

swept mountains of hair to pay for that

corset. Everything snowballed from there

really. After she’d put the pictures up on the

internet I had a few e-mails asking if I’d pose

for different photographers and as my

portfolio grew, so did my enthusiasm for

modelling. I’ve been doing it for about eight

years now.

What style of modelling do you do?

I am happiest being a latex pin-up but I don't

really get much of a say when I’m booked to

do a job; I have to be versatile and be

whatever I’m needed to be. In the past that’s

included wearing anything from old Victorian

gowns to being painted head to toe as a tiger.

I’m rather clumsy and I’ve fallen into and off

many things during shoots, the most recent

being a wooden rocking horse on a pin-up

shoot. I fell off, kicked the tail off it and ripped

my knickers all in one swift movement! You

name it – with my luck it has probably

happened!

Do you get more – or less – work

because of your tattoos?

It’s hard to say how my tattoos affect the

work I get. I never specifically aimed to

become a ‘model with tattoos’ – it’s just

where my journey took me. I think tattoos are

very in vogue right now and I’m seeing a lot of

work for girls with ink. But, like everything, the

trend will fade and I just hope people have

gotten inked for the right reasons – and not

just because they wanted extra publicity by

being tattooed. I did have someone say he

wanted to book me for an art nude shoot but

wouldn't because of my tattoos and I've also

had a few designers say they really like my

look but the tattoos put them off.

As a model, who are your idols?

I discovered Dita Von Teese and Bettie Page

around the age of 15. The fact that they

seemed a bit taboo made them even more

appealing to me. Further into my journey I

discovered Sabina Kelly, who is just drop dead

gorgeous and has some wonderfully bright ink.

I’m constantly discovering new people who I

admire and can girl-crush on!

Do you have fans and stalkers?

I have amazing fans and they rock my world. I

think over the eight years or so that I’ve been

doing this, a lot of the people who started

following me have grown up with me, which is

really nice. I wouldn't be doing what I do if it

wasn't for them buying the magazines etc.

Who is the girl behind Violeteyes?

I am a 40s throwback horror fanatic who likes posing a bit too much – but I guess I'm in the

right job. I grew up on a healthy dose of Marilyn Monroe movies watched with my mother,

and Gremlins watched with my father. I discovered my love for both genres at an early age. I

am a pin-up and fetish model with an insane obsession with ridiculously high heels, Wonder

Woman and latex and I seem to find myself described as "the lovechild of Marilyn Manson

and Jessica Rabbit". I'm into old school metal, horror punk and grunge – with a cheeky

collection of rockabilly and swing going on somewhere in between. There is nothing better

than a bit of Misfits to wind down to, and a bit of Richard Cheese before dancing the night

away to Pantera.
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Tattoos: Russ Watts at Skin Fantasy

and Rachael Huntington at Rampant Ink

Interview and photos: Tina Korhonen



Once I had an e-mail with a picture

from a guy wearing one of my t-shirts

in front of a wall full of my prints and

pictures from magazines. I just

thought it was sweet and I was happy

that someone was appreciating what

I do. A few friends thought

differently when I showed it to

them.

How would you react if you

saw someone with a tattoo

of you?

I have seen a few tattoos of me!

Adam Sargeant of Touch of Evil

Tattoo seems to be the man to go

to. I've seen a few portraits that

he's done – either of me or based

on me – and they've blown my

mind!

How did you get started

with tattoos? What

interested you in them?

When I was growing up, the

general consensus in my

household was that only

sailors, drunks and criminals

had tattoos. And of course as a

child, it was this ‘naughty’

element that fascinated me

and drew me to them. I

started spending a lot of my

pocket money on Teenage

Mutant Ninja Turtle transfer

tattoos and I was absolutely

covered. My parents should

have seen it coming really. 

How does the process

of getting a tattoo

work for you?

Luckily, I have found a

tattooist who gets my

style: Russ Watts at Skin Fantasy in

Cleethorpes. He was recommended to me.

When I went in to chat with him everything

just felt right. I was confident that he

understood me. He's a fan of pin-ups and,

artistically, I trust him 100 percent. I can't draw

to save my life, so I’ll sketch out an idea and

take it in. Once he has deciphered what I’ve

drawn, and probably stopped laughing, he'll

sketch it out for me and we take the process

from there. Random things inspire me to get

tattoos. Anything from seeing a picture that

appeals to me, to something I have doodled

and liked.

Do you have a favourite tattoo?

My armpit - just because I wouldn't ever do it

again. The tattooing itself wasn't too bad, but it

was a complete bitch to heal! It’s the one

tattoo that I cried with during the healing.

Without any exaggeration, my armpit swelled

up like an apple and I couldn't put my arm

down. Tank-tops and anything else sleeveless

was out for a while.

Is there anything you

would never get tattooed on you?

Names. I will never ever have any partners/

family/friends/pets names tattooed on me! I

have just never been a fan of name tattoos in

general. For me, if I love someone enough I’d

rather get a full-on piece to represent them

rather than a name. Like the anchor on my

foot in memory of my grandfather. It just

seems more personal and thoughtful than

having ‘Roy’ (that was his name). I’ll never

forget his name – he was my hero! He

deserved more of my skin than just those

three letters.

You have pets. Have you considered

getting them tattooed on you?

I have always had pets. From the day I moved

out of my parents’ house I was always picking

up strays off the streets. At the moment I have

the biggest white husky imaginable that I

rescued about five years ago. He's called Frank

and he is the love of my life. I’m battling with

the paperwork to

rescue a French bulldog right now, and I'm

sure there will be plenty more in the

future. As far as getting them tattooed on

me, I would definitely have something

representative of Frank – maybe not a

portrait, but something especially for him.

Do you ‘dare’ to give any advice

about having tattoos to our

readers?

I’ve actually just written a long blog piece

on tattoos over at my website

www.violeteyes.co.uk  It’s about how I

hope people aren’t getting inked for the

wrong reasons – or getting covered just

because it’s the fashionable thing to do. It

hurts to get them removed, so make sure

whatever you’re having done is right for

you! 

www.violeteyes.co.uk
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Nowhereland
Tattoo Project

A
revolution is taking place in Egypt – not only a political

revolution, but also an artistic one. This is a country that is

struggling for its political stability. Following the election of

president Mohammed Morsi, the Muslim Brotherhood and its

supporters are dominating the political and economic scene and

imposing their religious morality on the whole of society. But there is

also a vibrant underground culture that doesn’t want to give in or

give up. And at the forefront of this artistic revolution is the

Nowhereland Tattoo Project.

Orne Gil and Lorena Mora are two young

Venezuelan tattoo artists who decided to

challenge the status quo and establish their

own studio in Cairo. Nowhereland is not only

a tattoo studio, but also a broader cultural

project. These artists want to break taboos and

help raise awareness in Egypt and other

Middle Eastern countries (and in parts of

South America too) – places where the art of

tattooing is practically nonexistent because of

cultural, social and religious attitudes and

restrictions.

In most interpretations of Islam, tattoos are

forbidden. Those who tattoo, and those who

are tattooed, are regarded by many Muslims as

cursed – the point being that one should not

modify the creation of God by permanently

marking the body. In some quarters the more

moderate view has been expressed that women

can be allowed to have a small decorative

tattoo if they keep it hidden and only reveal it

to their husbands, but for most Egyptians –

Text and photos by Ines Della Valle

Orne Gil and Lorena Mora working in their old studio
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especially those who are conservative in their

outlook or traditional in their religious beliefs

– tattoos are seen as morally and socially

unacceptable. Stereotyping is rife. For many

people, tattooing is associated with criminality

or homosexuality (another taboo in Egyptian

society) and it is seen as an undesirable

Western import (despite the fact that ancient

Bedouin peoples have long used tattoos as

tribal identifiers). This is the climate in which

Nowhereland is operating.

Orne Gil moved to Cairo five years ago. She

first started tattooing back in Venezuela and

then worked in Italy with two Chilean artists,

Paulo A H Mcintyre and Vicente Ibanez. She

has always felt that hers is an art on the move;

something she can take with her wherever she

travels. Cairo, she says, reminds her in many

ways of the Venezuelan capital, Caracas.

When she first arrived in Cairo, she began

tattooing from her own home, working on a

small scale with just a few clients. She quickly

found that not only was there a general lack of

knowledge of tattooing styles but – especially

amongst those Egyptians who hadn’t travelled

or been exposed to Western culture – there was

really no awareness at all of tattooing as an

artform. For many people, the concept of

permanently inking a design onto the body

simply didn’t exist. This is where the idea for

the Nowhereland Project came from.

During visits back home to Caracas, Orne had

been teaching her childhood friend Lorena to

tattoo. Lorena now travelled to Egypt to join

Orne as a partner in the project. She has a

formal fine arts education and in Caracas is

quite well known as a painter. With tattooing,

she says, she considers the human body to be

her canvas; and she enjoys mixing Egyptian/

Arab elements into her own personal style.

“As a result of their conservative upbringing

and strict moral education, most young people

in Egypt are completely unaware of tattoo art

and culture”, says Orne. “In fact about two

thirds of the enquiries I receive are from

people asking me whether or not a tattoo will

be permanent!” She goes on, “People

sometimes get drunk before they come for a

tattoo because they are scared and don’t have

any idea what is involved. We also have

people who ask for exactly the same tattoo as a

favourite singer or actor, on exactly the same

part of the body, but we always say no to

something if we think it won’t look good.”

Egypt is a country where those who choose to

openly flout society’s strict moral codes run

the risk of violent retribution from those who

live according to a more fundamentalist

interpretation of Islamic law. Many young

people want more freedom to choose their own

lifestyle, but self-expression – even through

something as apparently simple as a tattoo –

can be dangerous. There is, for example, the

story of the young man who paid a very high

price indeed for getting inked: his father threw Lorena (left) and Orne (right) 

Tattoo of poem by Egyptian poet Gamila Alaily 
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corrosive acid over him when he found out

what he had done. And you cannot become a

soldier in the Egyptian armed forces if you

have a tattoo (though for some young men,

this is a convenient way to avoid military

service).

So Orne and Lorena have to work in the

shadows. They teach young Egyptians about

tattooing; they show them different tattooing

styles and they explain the history of this

ancient art; they advise them not to trust

amateur tattooists who use permanent make-up

pens, non-sterilised needles and other harmful

products and tools. They currently work in the

back of a beauty parlour that a Lebanese

woman has rented out to them because, in

Egypt, it is not possible to open a “real” tattoo

studio. Not many Cairo residents or business

people would want this type of establishment

next door. But when people began to find out

about the Nowhereland Project, some very

interesting and locally relevant works of art

began to take shape, some of them

incorporating elements of traditional Arab

culture (Qur’anic verses, poetry and

calligraphy) as well as “revolutionary” tattoos

and, Orne’s speciality, old school tattoo

designs.

Orne and Lorena see this as a project that has

to be taken step by step. Their art seems to

embody the true spirit of revolution in this

amazing country which, despite its current

political turmoil, is trying not to close itself off

from achieving its full potential.

facebook.com/NowherelandTattooStudioCairo

Orne Gil making the Nefertiti mask tattoo
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STEWART
ROBSON

Despite his early interest, Stewart didn’t

actually become a tattooist until he was 27.

After completing a graphic design course at

university, he originally drifted into

employment in marketing and advertising. 

It was a way of making money from his

creativity, but he became disillusioned with the

work. Convincing people to buy products they

didn’t need from large multinational

corporations was not what he wanted to do. 

“I really only got into it because, at the time, 

I didn’t have the balls to be a tattooist”,

Stewart admits. But the experience paid off. 

As a professional designer, Stewart learned

valuable lessons about dealing with clients,

such as how to read between the lines of what

they appear to be asking for so that you can

give them what they really want. As he says,

“A lot of people do their growing up after

they’ve become a tattooist. I was already

grown up before I even learnt to tattoo, so I

think in that respect I avoided many of the

pitfalls that catch out the younger guys.”

Understanding the needs of his discerning

clientele is of paramount importance to

Stewart; his customers come to him for a

reason. He makes the interesting observation

that, across the tattoo industry as a whole,

there are probably only about five percent of

customers who care, are educated and really

know what they want from their tattooist. 

And though the number of people getting

tattooed has gone up dramatically over the

years, Stewart thinks this proportion has

stayed roughly the same. He believes the same

applies to tattooists. Stewart quotes what Paul

Rogers once said to Ed Hardy: “Tattooing is

like a pyramid. At the top, you have the people

who are really pushing it and driving the art

forward; just below that, you have the people

doing excellent, though maybe not

groundbreaking, work; underneath that, you

have the competent craftsmen; and then,

underneath all of that, you have a whole heap

of bums.”

Ever since those early days looking through

the books his father brought home for him,

Stewart has been attracted to large-scale

Japanese work. However, he also loves great

tribal. As he explains, “Both styles share a

similar structure, flowing with the shapes of

the body. They have a similar ratio of black to

skin, and they’re both bold and tough looking.

Both are very difficult to do well. Tribal looks

easier, but it’s not.” Stewart started buying lots

of tattoo magazines and became aware of the

amazing black and grey work that artists such

as Filip Leu and Paul Booth were doing. Jack

Rudy also became a favourite of his. But as his

tattooing developed, his passion for Japanese

came to the fore and grew even stronger.

It was the rock bands of the early 70s that first sparked Stewart’s

interest in tattoos. From the age of eleven, he knew he wanted to be a

tattooist. Surprisingly, when his father found out, rather than

discouraging him he actively supported him. He even brought tattoo

books home from the local library for Stewart to look at. From the

moment Stewart first saw those pictures of Japanese bodysuits, he

knew tattooing was going to be his life. “I was just driven”, he told

me. “It was like a calling.” And now he’s part of the team at

London’s Frith Street Tattoo.
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Around the same time, Stewart – in his own

words – “learned to like” traditional Western

tattooing. He realised that a Sailor Jerry pin-up

was almost like a type of Cubism – not

necessarily in its construction, but more in its

principle of refining the real into simple

graphic shapes. “If you add stuff to a Sailor

Jerry design”, he explains, “it’s like adding

icing to a cake. But if you take out just one

line, it fucks it completely.” This insight led

Stewart to a deeper aesthetic understanding of

the style. 

“I didn’t appreciate traditional tattoos at first.

They always looked awkward and clumsy, as

if done by people who couldn’t draw. Because

I had been to art school, I was taught to think

my view was somehow superior. What

tattooing has done is teach me the importance

of the craft. Even at the highest level, all the

great tattooists will admit that tattooing is not

all about talent – but what they all do is work

really fucking hard. The talent is in being able

to drive yourself like that, focus on what you

do, and improve it step by step. It’s a long

process. For me, it’s taken about ten years.

I’ve smoothed off most of the rough edges

now, but I still keep polishing the stone. As an

artist you need to work on each individual

element, constantly fixing things day after day,

until it looks effortless.”
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With a little help from his friends Aaron Hewitt (Cult Classic) and Steve Byrne

(Rock of Ages, USA) – who put his name forward to Frith Street’s owner, Dante –

Stewart made the move to London (from Sheffield) a few years ago. It was the

chance of a lifetime. “There were maybe five shops in the world that I would have

dreamed of working at – and Frith Street was right up there in that top five. Now,

having worked here for a while, there is nowhere else I would want to be. I just

love London and, as far as I’m concerned, there is no other shop. I’m settled. And

London is such a great destination for people to come and visit. I have customers

coming to me from all over the world.”  

With Frith Street being a small basement shop, famous for having some of the

world’s elite tattooists dropping by, there was nowhere for Stewart to hide and he

had to raise his game - quickly! “I’ve heard the shop described as a pressure

cooker”, he says, “and it really is like that. It can be very stressful, not just in

terms of the work but also with so many personalities in such a restricted space.

Eight people trying to agree on the choice of music to be played, for instance...”

Stewart recalls a particularly challenging experience during his first year at the

shop. “I was tattooing a Japanese dragon with chrysanthemums on a guy’s leg. 

I was trying to work out some shading and in walked Alex Reinke (Horyoshi

family) and Wido de Marval (formerly of the Leu Family Iron). They just came

over and stood watching! Six months earlier I’d had the same thing with Chad

Koeplinger watching me shade the sails of a traditional clipper ship.”
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“Nobody had ever really criticised my work

before. But Chad Koeplinger is so good at

analysing a tattoo and pulling it to pieces. 

I have learnt so much from him, and also from

Ian Flower. In fact I have learnt more from Ian

than from anyone else – just by watching him

tattoo. He would regularly slag off my

drawing, saying ‘It’s OK, but it’s not right.

When it’s right, it looks good; when it’s

wrong, it looks shit.’ When you’ve learnt how

to do it correctly, that’s when you can develop

a style of your own.”

And so, in an environment resembling a boot

camp, literally rubbing shoulders with the likes

of Tim Hendriks and Thomas Hooper, Stewart

honed his skills under the watchful eyes of

some of the best tattooists in the world. He

realised these guys didn’t just wake up one

morning as great tattooists – they made a

conscious effort to become great by constantly

going back to basics and practicing over and

over again until their technique was perfected

and their artistry became effortless. 

I asked Stewart how he would describe his

own style of Japanese tattooing. Laughing, 

he told me it’s “stolen from everywhere else”. 

But he elaborates on this seemingly flippant

comment. “Horiyoshi executes traditional

Japanese themes in the style of Horiyoshi;

Shige executes traditional Japanese themes in

the style of Shige. Rather than emulate any

other artist’s style, I realised that I needed to

look back beyond the work of these modern

masters to the source of their inspiration.”

Whilst it’s only natural that traditionally-based

designs will have common themes, every one

of Stewart’s tattoos will bear his individual

hallmark. The design elements that his eyes

notice – and that his hands emphasise – will be

unique to him.
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Stewart has recently finished a stunning Fudo Myoo body front. I was interested to know how

it felt to work on, and eventually complete, a large piece such as this. When Stewart tells me

it’s “a string of small victories leading to eventual disappointment” we both erupt into

laughter. “Seriously though”, he continues, “as a tattooist I see each section in stages. First I

plan the size. Then I find the appropriate design reference and I make small adjustments to get

it to fit perfectly. That’s one small victory. Then I place it on to the body and put the line in,

making more adjustments if I need to. That’s another small victory. Then I move on to the

next stage. And so it goes. It’s never going to feel perfect to me – because it was started so

long ago and during that time I have grown as a person and as a craftsman. But, because it’s

required so much attention, the feeling is about as close as I can get to being satisfied.”
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Large-scale Japanese pieces take a long time to

complete. For example, the Fudo Myoo body

front and arms represents three years of

regular sittings (and the back is yet to be

started). This places extraordinary demands on

the tattooist, and with so many artists now

suffering from the aches and pains associated

with their profession – some of them after only

a few years – Japanese bodysuits are rare.

Stewart has an interesting take on this.

“Modern day tattooists are working five, six,

seven days a week – long hours, with their

bodies in unhealthy postures. Old school guys

rarely worked full-time and would certainly

have had quiet periods through the winter.

Nowadays after ten years of tattooing you

have probably done the equivalent of twenty

years in the 70s, 80s or 90s. If you want to stay

in this game doing repetitive large-scale work,

with customers who seem prepared to sit for

longer sessions to get those bigger pieces, you

really do need to look after yourself both

physically and mentally.” 
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Stewart’s progress demonstrates what can be achieved with hard

work and dedication, forgoing pretty much any social activity

outside of tattooing. He shares his life with fellow Frith Street

tattooist Valerie Vargas, and admits that at times this can be quite

hard as they are constantly pushing each other to new levels in

their tattooing. They critique each other’s work, and recognise

each other’s strengths and weaknesses. “We complement each

other well”, says Stewart. “Valerie is great at the finer details,

whereas I am good at the overall design and layout of a tattoo. 

So over the years we have learnt a lot from each other. We have a

great and fulfilling life – but at the expense of any kind of

normality! But I wouldn’t have it any other way.”

When I ask Stewart if he wants to add any concluding comments

to our interview, in his typically gracious style he tells me he

would like to acknowledge the importance of all of his customers,

past and present. Without them, he would not be doing the job he

loves. He also expresses particular thanks to Valerie and to his

parents. And there’s a nod to all the people he’s ever worked with

– good and bad! – with a special mention for Dante, because

“Frith Street would not be the shop it is without his dedication and

love for tattooing”.

Frith Street Tattoo, London, W1D 4RQ

Tel: 0207 734 8180 

www.stewartrobson.com
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I don’t really consider myself a ‘tattooed

person’, and I doubt many others would,

either. I’m just a regular person who happens

to have some tattoos. However, in the eyes of

some, I’m the ‘tattoo girl’ who obviously only

wants to talk about tattoos and nothing else. I

don’t mind really. I know some people who’ve

been treated in truly awful ways because of

their tattoos, and I’m grateful that’s never

happened to me. I might get the stink eye from

time to time from the old dears at the bus stop,

but that’s about it. So when people come up to

me and start asking me stupid questions about

tattooing, I can’t help but laugh.

“Does that hurt?” is a personal favourite. Of

course I am in excruciating pain every day. I

don’t really know what this is all about, but I

am asked it a lot, and I see people asking

others with tattoos the same question. I

presume what they mean is “Did it hurt at the

time?”, but most of the people who ask this

seem to be a few chromosomes short, so I’m

not so sure. I also love it when deeply religious

people approach me to tell me I’m going to

hell for having tattoos. If I explained to them

why I think they’re morons I’d be there all

day, but to have someone tell me I’m going to

hell for my tattoos and then straight afterwards

tell me that God has the names of all of his

children tattooed on his hands is kind of weird,

right? I just brush it off and smile.

As much as I like to have a laugh, there’s

Stop Stroking My Arm
Mel Noir on tattooing as a social art form

always ‘that guy’ who steps over the line,

which can be annoying. For example, when

someone I don’t know comes over to me and

strokes my arm while telling me they love my

tattoos it really grinds my gears, and I don’t

think I’m alone on that one! They are tattoos,

not Braille books; you use your eyes to see

them. If you love them so much, why are you

covering them up with your hand like that,

anyway? There is just no excuse for walking

up to a stranger in the street and stroking them.

Stroking strangers is something only creepy

people do! On the same subject, I once had a

man grab my foot while I was crossing the

road so that he could get a better look at the

tattoo. I could have been run over! It makes

me wonder how many of you reading this have

had similar experiences.

Another thing that occasionally irritates me is

something I’ve touched on already: those

people who approach you to talk at length

about tattooing – even when you’re busy, and

even if you don’t know them at all. I don’t

think very many people, tattooed or not, would

mind if you told them that you want a

particular tattoo, or told them who you’d like

to do it. However, just because I have tattoos,

assuming that I’ll be interested in the 90s tribal

tattoos that your mate Dave does for a fiver

may not end as well. Those of you who have

this magazine in your hands will know what a

good tattoo is, and you clearly have excellent

taste otherwise you wouldn’t be reading this.

However, there are loads of people out there

who have terrible tattoo ideas! They will talk

to you for ages about them, and will not stop

until they hear the words, “Well, if that’s what

you want, go for it”. It’s extremely tiresome

when you’re out somewhere and you just want

to have a beer, a pie, and a nice sit down. 

If I carried on talking about all the things that

irritate me, I could fill up this issue of Total

Tattoo. But instead of spending all my time

with you this month moaning, I’m looking at

all those things above  and I can’t help but

think we don’t really have it too bad! I think

it’s cool that the tattoos on our skin can make

people react in such ways! Tattooing is a very

social art form, and it bleeds outwards even to

those who don’t tattoo. And although it doesn’t

always feel great, having someone come up to

me to share their view of the world or tell me

their life story just because they’ve seen a

particular tattoo on my skin (something that I

tend to forget is even there)... well, I think

that’s extraordinary. And I think it’s something

people tend to forget about. So do I still long

for the ‘good ol’ days’ when nobody would

have bothered me? Sometimes, but at the same

time, let’s not forget how good it is to be

around now, too!

OPINION

W
henever I’m sitting listening to my older

friends in tattooing talk about the ‘good ol’

days’ – the old times, when tattooing was

underground, and had a little more mystery about it –

I can’t help wishing that I’d been there. And this is

partly due to the changing attitudes and behaviours of

people outside tattooing. Years ago, people tried not to

get in the way of someone who was heavily tattooed;

now, they’ll come up to you and tell you all about their

next idea for a tattoo, in memory of their grandma’s

friend’s next door neighbour’s dog. I’m obviously

talking about my own experiences here, but I’ll bet

they mirror some of yours!
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Showcasingsomeoftheworld'sbesttattoosGALLERY
PLUS

BLACKWORK
JAPANESEBEYOND THE GRAVE

SKULLS



blackwork

boff konkers, road maps for the soul

nico, noir tattoo (switzerland)

orge, sake tattoo (greece)



otto, on the road

marc, little swastika (germany)

manuel winkler, clockwork tattoos (italy)

sasha aleksandar, 

orca sun tattoo (croatia)



aliz, private tattoo

pavel angel, angel tattoo (russia)beyond the grave

daniel acosta, la duquesa colectivo (columbia)

andrew mcnally, northside tattoos

fabien langes, clockwork tattoos (italy)
joey ortega, triple crown (usa)



lasse sjöroos, individual ink (finland)

kirt silver, silver city tattoos (canada)

bugs, tattoo lounge (usa)

béla oláh, pain art tattoo (hungary)



marcin sonski, zulu tattoo (ireland)

liorcifer, infernum tattoos (usa) 

kirk sheppard, rain city tattoo (canada)



mark cummings, tnt tattoo (australia)

dominic piccirillo, brass city tattoo (usa)

micah cichowicz, pioneer tattoo (usa)



richard barclay, michael rose visual art

joe myler, jmd’s body art (ireland)

ueo, ueo tattoo (italy)

japanese



raymond johnson, the kings road tattoo

shannon richard, str body modifications (australia)

matt deverson, progression tattoo (australia)

mulie addlecoat, thinking tree tattoo



richard dean, alan’s tattoo studio



kian forreal, authentink 

(australia)

brendan o’connor, seventh circle (australia)

joe wang, 8 volts tattoo (singapore)



joao bosco, the family business

mark gibson, monki do

josh lindley, aou tattoo (usa)

rachel baldwin, modern body art

skulls



bullet bg, b_szarre tattoos (portugal)

tycho veldhoen, 

electrical professional tattoo (holland)

dmitriy samohin, sdv tattoo (ukraine)

riccardo bottino, ricky tattoo (italy)



paul smith, marked for life miss arianna, skinwear (italy)

alan aldred, cosmic tattoo

megan hoogland, mecca tattoo (usa)



dmitriy chikai (russia)

nick baldwin, gung ho!

pedro santos, vintage daggers (portugal)

jed harwood, tattoo workshop



cesar de cesaro, body garden tattoo

roey pentagram,

pentagram tattoo (israel)tye harris, black 13 (usa)

jack ribeiro, by jack (luxemburg) 

flo, vicious circle (germany)



darrin white, off the map tattoo (usa)

dawnii, painted lady tattoo palour

jens, blue harvest tattoo (germany)

mark duhan, skin deep inc (usa)



scott ellis, triple crown (usa)

emil pettersson, porky royale tattoo

(sweden)

rich smith, five magics tattoo

slick nick, 25 to life (holland)

joe carpenter, indigo tattoo
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tattoo tea party

The venue remained the same. We were back

at Event City, which is a purpose built arena-

style complex. A blank canvas, if you like,

where a promoter can pretty much bring in

anything they choose. It’s never going to have

oodles of character, but the Tea Party makes it

their own for the weekend. This year’s set-up

was much the same as last year’s, with

everything radiating out from a boxing ring in

the middle of the hall which hosted the return

of the Gentlemen’s Deathmatch. Once again

this was a big hit (sorry about the pun, I

couldn’t help it), with an enthusiastic crowd

gathering every time the highly trained

athletes – in peak physical condition of course

– stepped into the ring.

The boxing ring was also home to a new

arrival for 2013: the Harlem Shake. Prior to

the Tea Party, this was a phenomenon I knew

absolutely nothing about. If it’s new to you

too, use the QR code in our Linkys section on

page 9 and become enlightened! Last year’s

fairground theme was the order of the day

once again, but it was out with the Merry-Go-

Round and in with the Bumper Cars. In terms

of entertainment that was pretty much it.

Which worked just fine, thank you very much. 

Being the North of England’s first large

convention of the year, the Tea Party attracted

the studios and punters in droves. It was

buzzing by lunchtime on both days. In terms of

tattoo trends, realism still seems to be ruling

the roost in this part of the world – or at

least it was at the Tea Party. Best of Day on

the Saturday and the Sunday were both

dominated by this school of tattooing,

whether it was the fine black and grey work of

Sam Bowyer, Emma Kierzek or Nigel Kurt, or

the colour expertise of Chris Jones, Oddboy

or Mark Bester (to name but a few). Of

course this was by no means the only thing

that was going on. Purveyors of fine tattooing

were there in force and there were plenty of

other styles on show, as the images from the

convention will demonstrate. Ben Stone, Drew

Romero, Leah Moule and Billy Hay all did

some great work. All in all, there was huge

depth and variety in the tattooing at the Tea

Party – proof, if it was needed, of the richness

of talent we now have access to in the UK.

So did the Tea Party fulfil the promise of last

year? Well I’m pleased to say Yes, it definitely

did. It was slightly stripped down, but was all

the better for it. It was incredibly friendly for

such a big show and I think a lot of that was

down to the fact that the studios working

there were predominantly from the UK, so

everybody knew everybody else. It really had

the feeling of a gathering of friends and that

just sort of spread out to everyone who was

there. It was a show full of laughter. Another

thing the Tea Party did well was to gear up 

its entertainment to involve us – the all-

important punter – and that worked a treat. 

1. the harlem shake

2. dave by ben, lifetime tattoo

3. by ben quinn, tattooland uk

2013 saw the second outing for the Tattoo Tea Party. Last year

the organisers managed to create quite a stir around their first

show. Would they be able to build on that achievement and

establish this show as a permanent fixture on the UK

convention circuit? 2012’s Tea Party was fun and I don’t think

anybody who attended it had anything bad to say, so it was

always going to be interesting to see what the team would

embrace and what would go out with the trash.

3.

Report by James • Photos James & Perry

1.

2.

3.
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4. 5.

6. 7. 8.

9. 10.
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11. 12. 13.

14.

15.

4. gentlemen’s death match frenzy

5. ness by nigel kurt, 

funhouse tattoo

6. dave by oddboy, real art

7. piotrek by tom sugar, 

tom sugar tattoo (poland)

8. becky by tommy crazy, 

middleton tattoo

9. andy by diego, mvl tattoo

10. by leah, spear studio

11. harriet by sonny mitchell, 

black lotus tattoo

12. shane by ollie tye, 

custom colour tattoo

13. mark by paul naylor, on the road

14. eliot by dan stone, 

electric buddha

15. richard by chantale coady, 

electric vintage tattoo
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16. by john anderson, nemesis tattoo

17. zac by drew romero, ghosthouse collective

18. robby by jordan croke, second skin

19. judging the tattoo competition

20. luke by terry fuller, full on ink

21. tommy crazy’s talented sister

22. paul by joe bristow, fleckys tattoo studio

23. momami by anrijs, portside tattoo

24. ronnie by mark bester, marked for life

25. by guy tinsley, wiseguys ink

26. rachel by jordan, hope and glory

27. by emma kierzek, aurora tattoo

16. 17. 18.

19. 20.

21.
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22. 23.

24. 25.

26.

27.
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28. tony by pete oz, 

seven star tattooing

29. by billy hay, custom inc

30. steve by sam bowyer, 

silver needles

31. sam by tim croke, second skin

32. dan chase, ritual art

33. by chris jones, physical grafitti

34. free bumper cars!

Winners

Saturday:

Best Small Black & Grey

Emma Kierzek, Aurora Tattoo
Best Large Colour

Peter Oz, 7 star Tattooing
Best New School/Old School

Billy Hay, Custom Inc
Best Of Day

John Anderton, Nemesis Tattoo 
Sunday:

Best Small Colour

Leah Moule, Spear Studio
Best Portrait Realism

Emma Kierzek, Aurora Tattoo

Best Large Black and Grey

Tony Booth, Dabs Tattoo
Best Of Day

Leah Moule, Spear Studio

Best Of Show

John Anderton, Nemesis Tattoo

28. 29.

30.

31. 32.

34.33.
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By Margot Mifflin 

Though the history of Western women tattooists begins
with the heavily inked Maud (née Stevens) Wagner, an
American circus performer taught by her husband-to-be
Gus in 1907, the first full time professional was Bristol-born
Jessie Knight. Jessie started tattooing in 1921, when she was
17, and worked in the trade until the 1980s. For more than
half her career she was the only female tattoo artist in the
UK, running shops in Barry, Aldershot and Portsmouth. She
also tattooed – she said – King Edward VIII before he came
to the throne. In1955 she took second place in London’s
‘Champion Tattoo Artist of All England’ competition, at a
time when there were at best five full time women
tattooists at work in the US and Europe combined.  

Jessie Knight learned the trade from her

father, a sailor, when they were living in

Barry, South Wales, and continued on her

own when he returned to sea. Her seafaring

clients knew her as Guiseppina, a nickname

conferred by Italian friends. “Life was hard in

those days,” she told The Aldershot News.

“But business seemed to pick up after I took

over. Tattooing had always interested me and

my father taught me. Mind you, clients were

taken aback at first to see someone so

young. But they got used to it.”

Though she was a lone woman in a man’s

profession, Jessie had plenty of female

clients. Archival photos show her inking a

large peacock on a woman’s back, a butterfly

on another’s thigh and a flower around a

breast. A 1952 British Pathé film called

Woman Tattooist tracks five women in

uniform entering Knight’s Aldershot shop on

a Friday night. Wearing a white turtleneck

and glasses, her curly dark hair pulled back

in a barrette, Jessie tattoos a beauty spot on

one woman’s face, then freehands a bird

bearing a ‘mother’ banner on the arm of

another . “What will the girls think of next?”

the narrator marvels.  

The granddaughter of the journalist and

poet E.A. Lempriere Knight, Jessie wore the

Lempriere Knight family crest on her back,

tattooed by her father. She also had a Celtic

cross on her shoulder and a spider on her

thigh. She grew up in a circus family, working

in both equestrian and sharp-shooting acts.

Twice her father accidentally shot her;

miraculously, she wasn’t seriously injured.

She was close to her brother, Victor, a lasso

artist who trained from the age of eight, and

toured with him as a side act in the 1930s. 

In 1933, she and her sister appeared in the

first circus performance to be shown on the

newly launched BBC. Wearing elegant

French twists in their hair and swimsuits,

they served as targets in a knife-throwing

routine performed by her brother-in-law. 
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During Jessie’s many decades as the only

woman tattooist in the UK, a number of

American women were beginning to make

their mark in the US. Mildred Hull, Knight’s

only contemporary in the 1920s, worked

in a barbershop on The Bowery in New

York City, but the two mavericks never

met. Ruth Weyland set up shop in San

Francisco in the ’30s and soon had

competition from attraction-turned-

tattooist Bobby Libarry. An artist known

as Painless Nell held a near-monopoly on

San Diego tattooing during and after the

Second World War, running as many as five

shops at once. Jessie Knight would not find

a fellow British pioneer until the 1960s,

when she received a letter from Winnie

Ayres inquiring about a job. The two

worked together in Jessie’s shop for a few

years, until Ayres opened her own place in

Aldershot.  
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By then, British women – well before

Americans – were starting to show their

tattoos in public. In 1956, UPI (United Press

International) had reported that a tattoo

craze was “threatening to make Britain a

nation of tattooed women.” They were

flashing their art – peacocks, tigers, movie

stars and zodiac signs – on beaches and at

swimming pools and resorts. Janet ‘Rusty’ 

(née Field) Skuse became the most prominent

collector in Britain, and ultimately claimed a

Guinness World Record. Skuse made a media

splash in 1964 as a 20 year-old army private

when she was forbidden from showing any of

her 62 tattoos in uniform, and objected. She

later took up tattooing, learning from her

fiancé, Bill Skuse. Like her friend Jessie, she was

a member of the legendary Bristol Tattoo

Club.  

from left to right: rich mingins, les skuse, jessie knight, al schiefley
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In 1968, Jessie returned to Barry to manage

her brother’s house while he was at sea as a

ship’s cook, and tattooed there until the

1980s. Her work is much better documented

than that of her American contemporaries.

Her great nephew, Neil Hopkin-Thomas, owns

photos of her tattoos and lots of her original

flash, along with her machines and her diaries.

His archives include shots of her heavily

shaded eagles, writhing serpents, Scottish

dancers, a dainty queen, and loosely designed

floral motifs. Her pencil drawings explore

colour with a subtlety she couldn’t achieve on

skin, and her lighter touch on paper produced

sprightly female pirates straddling ropes and

anchors, geishas, and tragic, tranquil Christs. 

Jessie’s line was fluid and graceful, but her

figures were stiff and their proportions were

sometimes a little off. Her quirky method of

outlining designs using a matchstick dipped in

ink to draw imagery directly onto clients may

explain why her tattoos are heavier than her

delicate flash. She was ever the innovator and

she designed machines made from doorbell

mechanisms. A client tattooed by Jessie when

she was 65 remembers her lighting a match

and holding out the flame before she started.

“I do this to show you that I have a steady

hand even at my age,” she explained.
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Photos of Jessie show her stylishly dressed in

wool skirts, sweaters over crisp collared

shirts, tailored dresses with button detail and

piping, and sometimes suits, perhaps to

counter the stereotyping she encountered as

a tattooist, which she described in a poem

that survives in her diary:  

I am a tattoo artist, as such I won my fame,

And I’ve certainly covered a lot of ground 

In the old skin diggin’ game. 

I’ve tattooed here, I’ve tattooed there, I’ve

tattooed nearly everywhere 

They call me this, they call me that, they call

me a vampire and a nasty cat. 

but a Tattoo Artist I’ll always be, 

if it’s good enough for others then it’s good

enough for me. 

That ole skin diggin’ gets my bread, 

So I’ll go on diggin’ till I’m dead.

She accepted trades for tattoos from

clients who couldn’t pay. One such

exchange produced the gun she used to

shoot and injure her abusive husband,

Marco, after watching him kick her

beloved dog down the stairs. She had

suffered six miscarriages during as many

years of marriage, and later learned Marco

had married her under a false name. (She

had, fortunately, kept her professional

name.) Neil Hopkin-Thomas, who knew

Jessie until her death in 1994 at nearly 90,

says the shooting “haunted” her for life; it

also landed her briefly in a psychiatric

hospital. Knight references the incident in

poem called ‘An Age of Knowledge’, which

she wrote on the occasion of her 60th

birthday: 

Sixty summers and sixty winters 

I have seen

And now I wonder where they’ve gone and

where I’ve been

For suddenly, I feel somehow, 

I’ve jumped the bloody lot.

In spite of all the incident, 

the hell, what have I got?

Sixty summers and sixty winters 

and memory lane,

To wander down and live the ‘dreams’ 

all over again

And tear my hair and rant about 

the potty things I’ve done

And wonder about [what] might

have been if I hadn’t bought that gun

What a pity for somehow, 

I think that was my lot. 

Hopkin-Thomas remembers Jessie Knight

as “a lovely, caring person who always put

others before herself, whose only regret

was that she didn’t have children.” She told

him stories of her youthful adventures not

just in tattooing, but also in music halls and

circus acts. “I used to love listening to her,”

he says. “She was a woman way ahead of

her time. Even when she was old, she had

a very forward-looking and youthful

outlook.”
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Our showcase for paintings, drawings and design work by the most creative tattooists on the planet. 
This month Fingers Dött, Swahili Bob’s, Sweden
If you would like us to consider your work, please send examples to :
Private View, Total Tattoo Magazine, PO Box 10038, Sudbury, Suffolk, CO10 7WL, UK
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B
rittan London Reese is an extremely versatile tattooist

whose work ranges from neo-traditional imagery to

realistic portraiture, with flashes of brilliance in his use

of colour. He was the 2012 winner of US television tattoo

contest Best Ink, in which contestants’ artistry and creativity

were tested to the limit and judged by a high profile panel

presided over by the great Joe Capobianco.

London, how did you first get into tattooing?

I started tattooing my friends right after leaving high school, but I quickly realised that if I was

going to learn how to tattoo properly I needed to be working in a shop or studio setting. It was

in 2007 that my tattoo career really began. I was at college studying Fine Art and English, but I

decided to put my education on hold in order to take up tattooing full-time. I never looked back.

The first shop I ever worked at was a street shop called Scottifer & Son in Fontana, Ca. The

manager, Tim, gave me a shot and I worked there for a short while, then I went to work at

another local shop. Tim and I still remain friends. I bounced around shops in Orange County 

for a couple more years and now I am at Vatican Studios in Lake Forest. 

Who are your biggest influences?

My wife and my family are my mentors; they are my biggest influences in life. In tattooing, I have

been fortunate to work alongside some amazing people over the years and I have learned

something from all of them. Greg "Spider" Reddeman, Mike DeVries, Josh Duffy, Katelyn Crane

and Jeff Johnson have all given me massive support and been hugely influential. I am now working

with some fantastic tattoo artists at Vatican Studios – Franco Vescovi, Rich Pineda and co – and

they inspire me each and every day. It’s an amazing shop. I'm stoked to be there and very thankful

I can call it home. Other artists who constantly inspire me are Cory Norris, Adam Barton, Lars

Uwe, Mike Demasi, Jeff Gogue, Nathan Kostechko, Sean Herman, Bob Tyrrell, Carlos Torres... and

so many more.

Which came first for you, the pencil or the tattoo machine? Do you think

that drawing skills are essential for a tattooist?

Yes, I believe that a strong artistic foundation in illustration is the most essential part of being a

good tattoo artist. And I am pretty sure I was drawing on the lining of my mother’s womb.

How would you describe your style?

Oh man, do I even have a style? I'm not sure. I am so inspired by all genres of art and all styles of

tattooing – and I enjoy taking on all sorts of projects. My colour work seems to be something

that catches people's eye but I really don’t know what I would call my "style". The guys I look up

to are the ones who try a bit of everything and put their own twist on it – guys like Cory Norris

and Jeff Gogue. I aspire to be a strong, well-rounded, versatile artist. 

Who inked you for the first time and who gave you your most recent tattoo?

My first tattoo was an outline of a sacred heart that I had done by a guy at Sid's Tattoo in Orange

County, California, when I was 18. My most recent tattoo was done by the amazing Sung Song, of

Unbreakable Tattoo fame, in Los Angeles.

Interview by Marco Annunziata 

Photos by Brittan London Reese
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Has winning Best Ink changed your

life?

Yes, it has been overwhelming – but I'm trying

to adjust [laughs]. Being on the show was a

positive experience overall. I met and

befriended lots of artists and it also brought

me an influx of new clients, which is actually

why I did the show in the first place. I am very

thankful for that. I didn't totally change my

lifestyle or spend all the prize money on

something ridiculous. I invested it and used it

to buy a beautiful beach house. I feel blessed

that winning the show enabled me to do that.

I am also fortunate to have made lifelong

friendships with some of the cast members.

Roman Abrego, Alexis Kovacs and Jon Mesa

are all now some of my dearest friends. We

continue to hang out and do conventions

together. Vatos locos for life!

Do you go to a lot of conventions?

Do you like to travel?

I do travel quite a bit. I leave home at least

once a month for a convention or on small

vacation trips with my wife, family, or friends. 

I like an adventure, so any chance I get to

jump on a plane to somewhere cool... I'm in. 

I love to travel!
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Have you seen any changes in the tattoo industry that concern you?

I guess the main thing that bugs me is that there are so many tattooers out there now, doing bad

tattoos out of their homes or garages. They are destroying skin and they are also destroying the

integrity of this industry that I love so much. That's a shame. I know I am young and part of the

newer wave of tattoo artists, but I feel like there are just too many people out there doing it for

the wrong reasons.

Do you have any advice for young tattooers?

Get into a shop and learn the right way to tattoo. A traditional apprenticeship is the best way to

learn how to tattoo well and in a safe, sterile way. Draw every day, take some art classes to

expand your artistic abilities, and stay open minded. Be willing to learn and work really, really

hard.
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What’s the weirdest thing anyone has asked you to tattoo?

I get this question a lot and, to be honest, the tattoo isn't that weird. It was the location

of it that was unusual. It was just an odd experience for me. I had a client come in to a

shop I worked at years ago. She showed me a birth mark on her butt. It looked more like

a light bruise than anything else and she said she was embarrassed by it so she wanted to

cover it with a red heart. It was in an odd spot – not centered, and not tiny. We ended up

putting a good sized heart on one of her “cheeks" and it worked well. It was just different

and, as far as tattooing goes, it was placed on the body very strangely. I was happy with it,

though. Just trips me out.

And one final question: What kind of music do you listen to while

tattooing? Have you inked a lot of musicians?

I listen to all sorts of music. I'm a nerd and I like listening to everything from death metal

to jazz, classical to experimental. I consider myself a rock ‘n’ roll kid, though. I love it all. 

I have been able to tattoo a bunch of cool musicians over the years. Mostly guys from

various metal and rock bands – like Haste The Day, The Word Alive, Sleeping With Sirens,

Black Veil Brides, A Static Lullaby, Lower Definition, Dayshell, and Chiodos. I like tattooing

band dudes because I played music for years and I enjoy talking shop with them. Plus, they

always have cool stories from the road.

London, where can we find you?

I regularly post news and travel information on my website and social media accounts. 

My website is: www.theartoflondon.com
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To find your nearest stockist, simply e-mail your

postcode to vickyb@warnersgroup.co.uk and we’ll let

you know who sells it in your area.

Alternatively you can subscribe and save money on the

cover price. Call free to our subscription hotline on

0800 917 8794 or visit our website at

www.totaltattoo.co.uk to find out how.

If you have a tattoo studio you can sell Total Tattoo

magazine on a sale or return basis. If you would like to

find our more about this unique service, simply e-mail

editor@totaltattoo.co.uk and we will send you the

details.
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What would you eat for your last

meal on earth?

Hog roast. My love of pork is well known in

the shop. 

If you won the lottery what is the

first thing you would buy?

First class tickets to Japan, my spiritual

homeland. Even with the language barrier I

immediately felt at home in Tokyo. Japan is a

culture of contrasts that has kept me

enthralled for many years.

Who would play you in the movie of

your life?

If resurrection was possible, I’d like it to be

Toshiro Mifune – but it's more likely to be

Brian the dog from Family Guy.

What song would be the soundtrack

to your life?

Music for Eighteen Musicians by Steve Reich.

Difficult and complex, with many layers, it

irritates the buggery out of most people. 

And, as those who know me can attest, 

I have a similar effect.

What would your super power be?

Thinking before I speak (a herculean task for

me). Though, having said that, answering this

questionnaire has taken more thought than I

imagined it would.

What achievement are you most

proud of?

In my personal life it’s my son. He is as strong-

willed as both me and my wife. It's a joy to see

him discovering the world around him. In my

professional life it would be receiving

compliments from Japanese Irezumi masters

about my work.

What is your biggest regret?

I generally don’t do regret; life is too short and

I always try to focus on the moment. If we

spent more time concentrating on the here

and now, rather than wishing for a return to

the ‘good old days’ maybe we would live in a

better world?

What is your favourite tattoo that

you have done and why? 

The first bodysuit I finished last year. It was

the piece that really helped me gain a deeper

understanding of Irezumi. It was the tattoo

that saw my work come of age and enabled

me to develop my freehand technique. I owe a

great deal to my customer for putting so

much faith in me. 

What keeps you awake at night?

I can sleep pretty much anywhere, so nothing

really. Although sometimes ideas for tattoos or

paintings will do it.

What is the best lesson life has

taught you?

If you don’t ask, you don’t get. Make things

happen. Sitting around waiting for ‘your ship’

to come in is somewhat pointless. Grab life

and rinse it for all it's worth without doing

harm to others.

How would you like to be

remembered?

I'd like to be remembered as reliable and

being a straight talker. Although being

remembered will be enough. 

Finish this sentence:

Ade is... always searching out various ways

of making things complicated for himself, but

who wants an easy life? 

mugshot
We ask tattooists some probing questions and encourage 

them to reveal a different side of themselves!  

This month

Ade
Nine Tattoo Studio

Next Month 
Martin Crosthwaite

Flaming Gun

Get your own Total Tattoo Mug from
www.totaltattoo.co.uk
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